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theory of Mr. J. D. Unwin1; the theory that the social
energy manifested by any society in the task of controlling
and dominating its environment is strictly proportional
to the restriction, over not less than three generations, of the
sexual opportunity of its members ; and that restrictions
imposed on the women are more important than restrictions
imposed on the men. If this theory is true—and the mass
of evidence from uncivilized societies adduced in support
of it is certainly impressive, at least at first sight—then we
must emphasize the severity of the rules under which Greek
women lived for at least five hundred years as a factor
of the utmost importance in the history of Greek culture;
while adding that that culture could hardly have developed
as it did without the relative freedom from energy-wasting
repressions that was the heritage of the Greek male.
In the law protecting human life, too—the homicide
law—the dark age witnessed a change of ideas. In this
matter there is nothing in the least " modern " about the
ideas either of the Homeric heroes or of their descendants.
In both ages the avenging of bloodshed is the business of the
next of kin and to some extent of the family in general.
The state intervenes only secondarily, if at all.
The prevailing ideas are entirely irrational or sub-rational
and, so to speak, sub-moral. Blood calls for blood. The
duty of taking vengeance devolves automatically, and the
question whether a homicide was premeditated, provoked,
justifiable, or accidental does not arise. Bloodshed, like sex,
naturally calls into play man's strongest instincts and emo-
tions, and in any society reason does not easily make its
influence felt in the regulations connected therewith. Even
in classical Athens the prosecution for homicide was still
the .business of the next of kin—a " private " prosecution,
the suctj <f)6vov, not a ypa.^ which could be brought by
any citizen who chose ; and even in classical Athens we find
the case imagined of a boy who has incautiously run across
a gymnasium and been killed by a javelin thrown at a mark
1 Sex and Culture (Oxford, X934).

